
LARGE TYPE
MATERIALS OFFER
LITERACY
BENEFITS AND
ACCESSIBLITY

Large type (LT) materials have been around for years, and

Anchorage Public Library has cultivated a wonderful LT

collection. We realize an inclusive and expansive LT

collection can help many different groups of library

patrons, especially those with vision impairments, brain

injuries, or dyslexia. According to the 2010 U.S. Census

report, there are over 6 million adults with non-severe

visual impairments. 

Increasing the font size can be done on most electronic

reading devices. However, those devices are not available

to all patrons, and this solution can also create an

increased dependence on electronic devices. 

Currently, APL uses three vendors for LT books and

materials. We have a standing order with Thorndike Press,

which gives us a 25% discount. Other vendors do not

offer discounts on all LT materials, and the books are

more expensive than regular print editions, sometimes by

as much as $10-12 per book.
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Fun Fact: The OpenDyslexic font, on Libby and

Hoopla, provides greater contrast between letters,

making it easier for patrons with dyslexia to read

electronic books with these apps.



Please send me information on The Next Chapter Society.

While our older patrons love our LT collection, we also have Juvenile and Young Adult LT collections for struggling

readers, English language learners, and even those who just don't want to read with their glasses on. LT materials

can improve reading fluency, reading comprehension, academic achievement, and most importantly can foster a

sustained love of reading. Check out a selection of current LT titles at https://bit.ly/APLLargeTypePicks and

use the Large Print filter when searching the catalog. Your donation to the Friends and Foundation enables the

Library to build a collection that contains diverse materials, including LT materials, so thank you for your support!

Detach and mail to: Anchorage Library Foundation/Friends of the Library: PO Box 244714, Anchorage, AK 99524

YES! I want to help the Anchorage Public Library build community.

Name:  ______________________________________    City:  _____________________________

Address:  _____________________________________   State:  ______  Zip:  _________________

Email:  _______________________________________   Phone:  ___________________________

I do NOT want a 2022 Library Champion Card Please keep my name anonymous in recognition materials.

I'd like to support the long-term growth of the Library 

and new library initiatives with a gift in the amount of 

$__________.

Make check payable to: Anchorage Library Foundation

I'd like to support the Library's immediate needs for 

materials and programs with a gift in the amount of 

$__________.

Make check payable to: Friends of the Library

Secure online credit card donations can be made at: www.LibraryChampion.com/Donate

Large Type Materials Cont.

A Senior Residential Book Group
In June 2021, APL was approached by Jan Carolyn Hardy, a senior activist,

with an idea to begin a book group for residents in senior assisted living

facilities. Her goal was to help elders exercise and maintain their cognitive

abilities through reading and discussing chosen books on a shared topic.

The group selects a historical topic (WWI, Alaska History, the Gilded Age,

etc.), library staff generates a list of items available at APL locations,

participants choose a title, and books are delivered to participants at their

facility. 

Currently the group has 20 participants at different assisted living facilities,

who are about to complete their second round of reading and discussions.

If you or someone you know would be interested in this program, please

contact Jim Curran at the Muldoon Library (907) 343-4030 or

james.curran@anchorageak.gov.



"Love you guys!

Always helpful,

friendly, and full of

good ideas of where

to look. Thanks!"
- Barbara, Library Patron

Your Investment at Work
Library Highlights - You made this possible!

Our reasons for giving are all different – for some, it is to build community, and for others, it is to support local

families and seniors. No matter your reason, your donations have an impact on your Library and make our

community a better place. Library staff love to put your donations to work and that makes for some very happy

patrons! Here are some of the ways your support has benefited our community:

"Thank you for segregating the large

print new books from others! So

much easier for the sight-impaired." 
- Kathy, Library Patron
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Mountain View Mural Walk
With support from an Anchorage Library Foundation grant, local

Alaskan artist Will Kozloff created a mural for the Mountain View

Library. Will is Aleut and Athabaskan, and grew up in Palmer,

Alaska. 

The mural is part of the Mountain View Community Council Mural

Walk project. The Mural Walk is a neighborhood-led initiative to

showcase Alaskan artists, spotlight existing neighborhood gems,

create new public art, and connect visitors to the vibrant heart of

the community. Explore this self-guided tour route to enjoy a new

side of the neighborhood.

Anchorage Library Foundation is proud to be a neighborhood

partner alongside Anchorage Park Foundation, Awesome

Foundation (Alaska Chapter), APDEA, Anchorage Cops for

Community, GCI, NeighborWorks Alaska and SEED Lab. Surf

Laundry, Mt. View Car Wash, Grow North Farm, and Shell have all

signed on as mural locations. Each mural will be done by a

different artist. For more information, visit:

https://mountainviewmuralwalk.com and be sure to stop by

Mountain View Library when you walk around the neighborhood! 


